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Abstract

Introduction: Poor data quality can be a serious threat to the validity and generalizability of clinical research findings. The growing availability of electronic administrative and clinical data is accompanied by a growing concern about the quality of these data for observational research and other analytic purposes. Currently, there are no widely accepted guidelines for reporting quality results that would enable investigators and consumers to independently determine if a data source is fit for use to support analytic inferences and reliable evidence generation.

Model and Methods: We developed a conceptual model that captures the flow of data from data originator across successive data stewards and finally to the data consumer. This “data lifecycle” model illustrates how data quality issues can result in data being returned back to previous data custodians. We highlight the potential risks of poor data quality on clinical practice and research results. Because of the need to ensure transparent reporting of a data quality issues, we created a unifying data-quality reporting framework and a complementary set of 20 data-quality reporting recommendations for studies that use observational clinical and administrative data for secondary data analysis. We obtained stakeholder input on the perceived value of each recommendation by soliciting public comments via two face-to-face meetings of informatics and comparative-effectiveness investigators, through multiple public webinars targeted to the health services research community, and with an open access online wiki.

Recommendations: Our recommendations propose reporting on both general and analysis-specific data quality features. The goals of these recommendations are to improve the reporting of data quality measures for studies that use observational clinical and administrative data, to ensure transparency and consistency in computing data quality measures, and to facilitate best practices and trust in the new clinical discoveries based on secondary use of observational data.
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Abstract

Introduction: Poor data quality can be a serious threat to the validity and generalizability of clinical research findings. The growing availability of electronic administrative and clinical data is accompanied by a growing concern about the quality of these data for observational research and other analytic purposes. Currently, there are no widely accepted guidelines for reporting quality results that would enable investigators and consumers to independently determine if a data source is fit for use to support analytic inferences and reliable evidence generation.

Model and Methods: We developed a conceptual model that captures the flow of data from data originator across successive data stewards and finally to the data consumer. This “data lifecycle” model illustrates how data quality issues can result in data being returned back to previous data custodians. We highlight the potential risks of poor data quality on clinical practice and research results. Because of the need to ensure transparent reporting of a data quality issues, we created a unifying data-quality reporting framework and a complementary set of 20 data-quality reporting recommendations for studies that use observational clinical and administrative data for secondary data analysis. We obtained stakeholder input on the perceived value of each recommendation by soliciting public comments via two face-to-face meetings of informatics and comparative-effectiveness investigators, through multiple public webinars targeted to the health services research community, and with an open access online wiki.

Recommendations: Our recommendations propose reporting on both general and analysis-specific data quality features. The goals of these recommendations are to improve the reporting of data quality measures for studies that use observational clinical and administrative data, to ensure transparency and consistency in computing data quality measures, and to facilitate best practices and trust in the new clinical discoveries based on secondary use of observational data.

Introduction

Multi-institutional comparative effectiveness research (CER), pragmatic clinical trials, and patient centered outcomes research (PCOR) are new models for clinical investigation that have emerged, in part, due to the availability of clinically rich observational electronic data captured during routine care.1–4 Electronic health records (EHRs) support the capture of detailed clinical, operational, and administrative data as part of routine clinical and business processes.5–7 In addition, billing, claims, and drug fulfillment databases; specialized registries; and patient-reported and social media data expand the scope, richness, and completeness of available patient-level longitudinal health data. As EHR use becomes the norm,8 the availability of observational clinical and administrative electronic data from a variety of practice- and patient settings provides an opportunity to transform clinical research and other analytics, allowing critical insights into the effectiveness of clinical- and system-level interventions on health outcomes, disease progression, and patient quality of life; medical product safety surveillance in real-world settings; clinical quality and patient safety interventions; and other secondary uses of data.9–11 This “last mile” of clinical evidence generation and research translation focusing on patient-centered, clinically relevant outcomes with real-world patients in real-world settings should complement traditional randomized experiments and provide independent evidence in populations and settings where traditional clinical trials are not feasible.12–14

Substantial investments in national large-scale distributed research networks and other data sharing initiatives support the use of existing clinical data for multisite observational studies that have received substantial funding over the past five years, such as the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) distributed research programs, the FDA Mini-Sentinel network and, most recently, the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI)’s National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network.
edged problems with observational data quality and the need for transparency to support transparency, reproducibility, and the development of common data quality reporting recommendations, the Data Quality Collaborative (DQC) was established with support from the Electronic Data Methods (EDM) Forum.

Defining Data Quality in Health Care

Data quality is a complex, multidimensional concept that defies a one-size-fits-all description.\(^{44-48}\) Data quality is *context dependent*, which means the same data elements or data sources may be deemed high quality for one use and poor quality for a different use. The intended use determines which variables are relevant or have a high impact in a specific context. A key data-quality concept is “fitness for use”—a term originally used in industrial quality control but adapted by the Information Quality community to describe the context-dependent nature of data quality. Data are considered fit for use “if they are free of defects and possess desired features...for their intended uses in operations, decision making, and planning.”\(^{49}\) While it is unrealistic to expect observation data to ever be “free of defects,” the emphasis on “desired features...for their intended uses” emphasizes that different settings (“intended uses”) may have different criteria (“desired features”). For example, the presence of extreme values may be irrelevant in determining a median value for creating a rough estimate of the number of patients who might be eligible for a clinical study. Yet the same extreme values may have significant undue influence on the results of certain clustering algorithms or other analytic methods whose behaviors are sensitive to outliers.

Information Science professionals published formal models of data quality more than 20 years ago.\(^{46,50-53}\) These publications focused on business-oriented definitions. Members of the DQC have recognized the need to develop similar data-quality assessment models for clinical data sets,\(^{54-57}\) especially in the context of large multi-institutional distributed research networks.

Figure 1 highlights key data “actors” who have distinct roles in managing observational data and in evaluating the quality of data that are entrusted to their oversight or use. Data originators (Box 1 in Figure 1) refer to individuals who support the initial data capture or data recording systems, such as the EHR or patient survey tool, at an institution. Data stewards (Box 2 in Figure 1) refer to individuals who extract and manage data from originating data systems, such as members of a data warehouse or a report writing team. Data stewards for multiple institutions (Box 3 in Figure 1) are found in centralized data-coordinating centers and are responsible for integrating data across a network. While data stewards may have other data-oriented responsibilities, such as implementing data governance or enforcing honest broker- and regulatory compliance, we focus here only on their data management and data quality assessment activities. Data consumers receive data from previous data stewards, perform analyses, and create visualizations that attempt to highlight new discoveries or features for results consumers (Box 5 in Figure 1). We do not limit the uses and users of data in Box 4 to just clinical researchers, although our final recommendations define a category of analy-
sis-specific recommendations that are organized in the language of hypothesis-driven clinical research (cohort, outcome, exposure, confounding variables). In Figure 1, we use the term “data stewards” to refer to all individuals who have some role in the creation, management, and use of observational clinical data (Boxes 1–4). Each data steward has unique roles and responsibilities regarding data oversight, data quality, data quality assessment, and data quality reporting. We refer to these roles and responsibilities as a “chain of data stewardship.” Different aspects of data quality assessment may apply at each level in the chain of data stewardship. At the end of each arrow is a data consumer who receives data from the data steward in the previous box.

**Figure 1. Chain of Data Stewardship with Key Data Stewards**

1. Data originator

2. Data steward for single institution

3. Data steward across multiple institutions

4. Data consumer (analyst / investigator)

5. Results consumer (administrative, research, policy)

Notes: Dashed lines represent data quality issues referred back to previous data stewards.

The Value of Data Quality and Data Quality Assessment

Studies examining the cost of poor data quality have focused on non-health care businesses. Redman estimated that up to 5 percent of data within an organization are of poor quality. A survey of 29 New Zealand organizations from government, banking and financial, utilities, and service organizations estimated that poor data quality has an average cost impact as high as 10 percent of an organization’s annual revenues. Respondents to a recent United Kingdom survey revealed estimates that 17 percent of all data are inaccurate, resulting in wasted budgets, loss of potential customers, reduced customer satisfaction, and inefficient use of staff. Loshin categorized the negative impacts attributable to poor data quality into four areas: (1) direct and indirect financial losses; (2) reduced customer, employee, or supplier confidence and satisfaction; (3) reduced productivity due to increased workloads or reduced efficiency; and (4) increased risk and compliance.

In health care delivery, data quality issues—particularly in the context of clinical documentation systems within EHR systems—have been demonstrated to have negative impacts on clinical decision support and patient safety and in clinical research. In epidemiology contexts, the misclassification of key data elements in administrative billing systems, such as the exposure or outcome of interest, can bias estimates of treatment effects if analyses are not properly calibrated for the sensitivity and specificity of the data capture process. Yet there appears to be no literature that has studied the cost-benefit and business case for improved health care data quality. Data quality characterization is itself a data collection and analytic activity with costs inherent in the process of data quality assessment, monitoring, and governance. Thus, developing a detailed cost-benefit analysis of improved administrative and clinical data quality on clinical care, outcomes, and research remains an area of new research.

Even though research budgets for collecting randomized clinical trial (RCT)-quality data are very high due to the use of dedicated data collection tools and personnel, these data still have documented data quality deficiencies. The secondary use of observational data, such as from EHRs and administrative claims, can dramatically reduce the cost of data collection and thus increase the efficiency of the research process, but incurs a cost of lower data quality. Known limitations of secondary use of observational data, such as only including patients when and if they access the health system, must be considered in study design, analysis, and interpretation. Assigning a value of improving observational data quality for research applications is challenging. Costs of incorrect research findings due to data quality issues are difficult to discover and quantify. Little information is available as data inspection is rarely replicated across studies, but replication or reanalysis studies do occasionally result in retractions. Negative effects would be amplified if flawed conclusions were to alter policy decisions or clinical practice. Identifying the appropriate valuation and incidence parameters for costs and benefits of different approaches and rigor in data quality assessment might be assessed with a combination of empirical and expert-based assessments.

**Methods**

To promote the transparency of data-quality assessment reporting, the EDM Forum sponsored the creation of the DQC, which provided multiple convening activities (meetings and webinars) and an open-access, web-based information sharing environment, to bring together members across informatics, investigator, and methodology communities. The Collaborative focused on identifying a set of data-quality assessment-reporting recommendations that should be included as additional metadata to be associated with observational data. “Metadata” is “data about data.” In this case, data quality measures are metadata that provide insights into the quality of the underlying database, data set, or data elements. Envisioned users of these data-quality reporting recommendations include data management staff responsible for releasing data for internal or external use, data analysts responsible for combining data across a Learning Health System or research network, clinical investigators using a data set for an analysis, and consumers—both scientific and lay public—of the inferences derived from analytic results.

The DQC conceptualized its work by defining key features that should be contained in a hypothetical “Table 1a” for data quality

---
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An initial draft set of recommendations was developed and revised by the DQC members (the authors) at weekly teleconference calls. The initial recommendations were derived by inspecting existing data-quality profiling methods used by DQC members, such as the Mini-Sentinel data characterization routines and data quality rules embedded in the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) data quality tools, standard operating procedures for data quality assessment used in past or current projects or programs, published “best practices,” and data quality publications from both the clinical research and information sciences literatures. This internal effort elicited approximately 50 initial potential recommendations. In December 2012 and June 2013, the EDM Forum’s DQC convened two face-to-face workshops, held eight months apart, that focused on reviewing the current draft for data-quality reporting recommendations. Workshop participants included the DQC and EDM Forum members and approximately 25 invited contributors who were identified through professional networks, publication authorship, and stakeholder recommendations to represent a broad range of data stakeholders—including data owners, data analysts, clinical investigators, statisticians, and policymakers (consumers). Approximately 50 percent of attendees attended both workshops. In addition, the EDM Forum disseminated a broad-based call for comments to the CER community via sponsored workgroups, CER-related listserv, electronic newsletters, and personal outreach. The EDM Forum provided online access to the evolving set of recommendations and invited comments to be posted. In 2012 and 2013, DQC members presented on two national webinars that were attended by over 100 participants, and presented panels at two national conferences describing multiple activities in data quality assessment, including draft data-quality reporting recommendations. All webinar and meeting participants were directed to the website for reviewing the draft recommendations and for posting comments or were encouraged to directly correspond with the lead author or EDM Forum staff. In June 2014, an updated version of the recommendations was again presented to relevant stakeholders at two EDM Forum-hosted workshops where additional input was solicited.

In response to multiple DQC meetings, public webinars and presentations, email outreach, and targeted solicitations, over 200 individuals were exposed to the data-quality reporting recommendations. In addition to in-meeting and webinar-based comments and discussion, approximately 20 responses were obtained either via the public-facing Web page or via direct email to a DQC member. In total, approximately 50 individual recommendations were obtained by the various stakeholder outreach efforts.

Delphi methods and other formal consensus methods were not employed to develop the initial or final recommendations. Recommendations that had strong consensus were added or removed from the evolving set. No formal voting process was used to determine the degree of consensus. Recommendations were continuously revised in response to stakeholder input and were reposted to the public website. Input was divided roughly evenly between requests for clarification and requests for simplification. No major additional categories were identified via public comments. Four versions of the recommendations were posted for review and comment. Using informal group consensus, recommendations that addressed similar issues were merged and recommendations that addressed issues beyond data quality—such as data access, security, and privacy concerns—were eliminated. The final recommendations reflect a compromise between an extensive list and the practical realities of implementation. For example, while it might be desirable to validate data elements against independent, external data sources, such as using United States census data as an external validation source for assessing demographic distributions in an observational data set, these data quality checks were considered out of scope for the data-quality reporting recommendations. The final set of recommendations was reduced to 20 data quality features for reporting.

We defined four contexts of data quality transparency that we used to organize the reporting recommendations: (1) data capture descriptions, (2) data processing descriptions, (3) data elements characterization, and (4) analysis-specific data elements characterization.

“Data capture descriptions” refers to information on the mechanisms by which data were observed or collected and recorded in the original electronic system, such as an EHR, and how data items are transformed and stored in the output data set or database. In the informatics literature, the originating data is often called the “source data” and the output data set is called the “target data.” Source data definitions specify the context in which data elements were measured and recorded, such as operational clinical systems versus specialized research data collection environments. Target data definitions describe the data environment used to transform and store the target data. In this phase, the data quality recommendations focus mostly on ensuring that the data collection context, assumptions, limitations, and other related contextual information are reported. Issues revealed at the data capture phase can render the rest of the data either useless or irrelevant for the intended data use.

“Data processing descriptions” refers to information on the transformational processes that have been applied to the source data, such as unit conversion; missing data imputation schemes; calculation of derived values; and mapping from original, possibly site-specific, codes to different code lists, during the creation of
the target data. Complete transparency of all operations performed on data from initial data collection to analysis—such as the elimination of unrealistic extreme values or inferences of clinical state or status derived from complex data processing—is emphasized in this group of recommendations. Data processing transparency may not be entirely attainable because “raw” data may be subjected to internal or proprietary processes within vendor systems where only postprocessed data are available. However, descriptions of data processing operations performed during the creation of the target data within the analytic systems are necessary for reproducible research.

“Data elements characterizations” refers to information on observed data features of the target data, such as data distributions and missingness. These descriptions include both single-variable and multivariable data-characterization assessments. Most data quality programs focus on developing meaningful quantitative measures to characterize the observed features of one or more data variables. Data-quality reporting features in this grouping focus on reporting various computed statistical or distributional metrics.

“Analysis-specific data elements characterizations”: Because fitness for use is context specific, it is difficult to define an exhaustive set of data characterization methods that are both specific and sufficient for all intended uses. The previous set of recommendations highlights the overall characteristics of the entire database. This set of recommendations specifies further data quality reporting on core data elements that are unique to a specific analysis or study that can have an impact on the validity of evidence generation and inference in this section. Variables used to determine cohort identification, exposures, outcomes, and potential confounders in a given analysis or study would be included here. While the specific variables involved in each analysis may vary, our recommended data characterizations should be reported with the same specificity and transparency as are all other core data-quality assessment measures.

Results
Table 1 in this paper presents 20 recommendations for reporting results on data quality. We have formatted the data-quality reporting recommendations to emulate the STROBE reporting recommendations. The existing STROBE recommendations include two items that are directly relevant to data quality reporting:

- STROBE Item 8: Data sources and measurements: For each variable of interest, give sources of data and details of methods of assessment (measurement). Describe comparability of assessment methods if there is more than one group.
- STROBE Item 12(c): Explain how missing data were addressed.

Our data-quality reporting recommendations extend the STROBE requirements around these two existing reporting categories with more detailed and structured reporting requirements to meet these recommendations.

Six recommendations apply to documentation of data capture systems. Three of the six recommendations describe features of the source data systems; the remaining three describe features of the target data system. The three source recommendations describe the context under which the original source data were collected: the data collection environment (clinical care versus research versus survey), the data collection technology (EHR, interviews, instruments), and the original intended purpose for data collection (clinical care, quality improvement, research). These source descriptions provide qualitative insights into the incentives of the data collectors in ensuring complete and accurate data capture that may conform to specific versus broad data definitions. For example, data collected in clinical care environments will tend to apply more practical operational definitions whereas data collected in research environments will tend to apply more specific formal definitions. In addition clinical care systems are known to have fewer real-time data-entry validation checks than are implemented in research data collection systems. The three target system recommendations provide insight into how source data are transformed (not included in target system, reformatted into a different structure such as from an integer into a text string, mapped to different codes such as from ICD9 into SNOMED-CT). Specific restrictions, such as only including in the target system patients seen at an institution since 2009 with at least one in-person contact, are also part of these recommendations. These reporting recommendations provide critical information about how the original data will be represented and how these new representations may have an impact on interpreting data in the target system.

Five recommendations focus on data processing and data provenance. Data provenance is concerned with ensuring that all of the processes applied to a data element from initial creation to final storage are made explicit. For example, a data element may be transformed, recoded, combined with other variables to create derived variables, removed as an outlier, replaced with a fixed value or flag, imputed when missing, and altered in other ways. Data provenance documents these manipulations so that data users fully understand all of the transformation steps that were applied to a data element that appears in a data set. Included in this set of recommendations are descriptions of how each transformation step was validated to ensure that the processing accurately performs the intended changes. Critical transformation-validation information includes confirming that the transformation process correctly handles missing, extreme, and incorrectly formatted values.

The characterization of data elements group lists only four reporting recommendations. Yet in actual implementations, this set of recommendations is likely to represent the component that consumes the largest amount of resources. Unlike previous recommendations that were mostly textual descriptions that describe key contextual features that can have an impact on data quality and data interpretation from source to target systems, the recommendations in this group are more computational and are focused on describing distributional characteristics of the target data set.
Table 1. Data Quality Assessment Documentation and Reporting Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Capture</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Original data source</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data origin</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data capture method</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original collection purpose</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Data steward information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data steward</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database model/data set structure</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data dictionary/data set definitions</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Processing/Data Provenance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data extraction specifications, including use of natural language processing to extract variables from text documents</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mappings from original values to standardized values</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data management organization’s data transformation routines, including constructed variables</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data processing validation routines</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit trail</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 1. Data Quality Assessment Documentation and Reporting Recommendations (Cont’d)***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Elements Characterization</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data format</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>For required data variables verify the format, proper storage, and that required elements are not missing. Examples include verifying that floating point values are not rounded to integer values, conversions across units of measures are correct, and that precision and rounding rules are as expected based on transformations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Single element data descriptive statistics | 13 | For each variable, calculate the following descriptive statistics:  
  - Available or not (###/### missing)  
  - For continuous variables: min, max, mean, median, range, percentiles, etc.  
  - For categorical variables – frequencies & proportions by category  
  - If a specific distribution is anticipated, report on goodness-of-fit tests |
| Temporal constraints          | 14     | Evaluate whether expected temporal constrains are violated or not. Examples include:  
  - Start date and times occur before stop dates and times,  
  - Distribution of intervals between successive measurements,  
  - For time-series—changes in adjacent values and expected directionality in changes meet expectations, and  
  - Conformance to state transition/sequencing rules. |
| Multiple variables cross validations/consistency | 15 | Across two or more data variables that are known to be linked:  
  - Report violations of data model cardinality rules. A cardinality rule determines when zero, one, or more than one data rows in one table can be linked to one or more data rows in another table.  
  - Report violations of data model primary/foreign key rules. A primary/foreign key requires that a row in one table (the foreign key) must point to a row in another table (the primary key). The primary key row must be present.  
  - Report violations of cross-variables dependency rules. A cross-variables dependency states that one row can only exist if another row or value exists. For example, the state of pregnancy should exist only if the patient sex is female.  
  - Report violations of co-occurrence rules. Systolic and diastolic blood pressures should always occur as a pair.  
  - Report violations of co-measurement rules (two distinct measurements of the same observation). Age and date of birth should agree.  
  - Report violations of mutual exclusivity rules. A patient should not be recorded as being dead and alive at the same time. |

**Analysis—Specific Data Quality Documentation (As Applied by Investigators or Analytic Team)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Analytic- or study-specific additions to Item# 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Analytic or study specific additions to Items #13–15 that focus on variables that identify cohorts, detect outcomes, define exposures, and participate as covariates. Where these variables may be affected by other related (perhaps causal) variables, these influential variables should also be included. The list of variables contained in these assessments will vary by intended analysis/clinical study. However variables assessed should be organized according to the following categories: cohort, outcome, exposure, confounding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Data quality checks of key variables used for outcome categorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Data quality checks of key variables used to classify exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Data quality checks of key confounding variables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** "Source data" refers to the original originating data. "Target data" refers to the data as received by the data user.

These recommendations are also the most technical and statistical, using methods such as goodness-of-fit testing for variables that have an expected distribution, state-transition checks for variables that are expected to exhibit a specific sequence of values over time (e.g., inpatient admission event should be followed only by a discharge or death event; a death event should not be followed by a clinic encounter), or primary and foreign key constraints such as the provider listed in a patient’s record (a foreign key) must always be a provider already present in the provider table (the primary key). The reporting requirements in this section are not as prescriptive as are the previous reporting requirements, listing classes or types of data-quality reporting recommendations rather than specific reporting elements. For example, Recommendation 15 states: "conformance to co-occurrence rules." A co-occurrence rule examines the presence of two or more variables that are expected to be recorded at the same time. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure measurements are a simple example of co-occurrence. This recommendation does not list specific co-occurrence rules to check. A small data set may have just a few variables that are
expected to co-occur and other cross validation rules mentioned in Recommendation 15, whereas a very large data set may have hundreds of rules. In actual practice, large data sets tend to start with a small set of validation rules and expand the set of rules over time as more sophisticated data-quality checking capabilities are implemented. The recommendations are sequenced in order of increasing complexity—from single variables to multiple variables and from constant measures to temporal measures. The intent of the recommendations in this group is to ensure that those data-quality validation checks that are performed are reported and that these recommendations can be used to organize the reported results.

While the “data elements characterization” recommendations deal with classes or types of data-quality reporting recommendations rather than specific reporting elements, the fourth reporting recommendation group, “analysis-specific data elements characterization,” is even less prescriptive. This grouping recognizes that it is not possible to anticipate all of the ways in which data are to be used in a complex analytic context, so highly specialized and very specific data-quality checks and reporting should be performed when the data are used in a very focused analytic context. The reporting recommendations in this section highlight that additional data-quality assessment checks should be targeted to key variables that are used to identify cohorts, detect outcomes, define exposures, and participate as covariates. Where these variables may be affected by other related (perhaps causal) variables, these influential variables should also be included. The data-quality reporting recommendations in this section focus on determining fitness for a clearly defined use, where the research study hypotheses or intended analytic model set the context of use and the study design and analytic methods frame the criteria for fitness. We further explore the relationship between fitness for use and these recommendations in Section 4.

Discussion

Current data-quality assessment approaches are based on individualized ad hoc methods and characterizations. Substantial “data cleaning” efforts occur behind the scenes where the details often are not disclosed with the final data sets. The recommendations listed in Table 1 in this paper are intended to replace ad hoc (if at all) data-quality reporting methods with an organized framework. We have developed a set of data-quality reporting recommendations based on community input from a convenience sample of clinical research practitioners engaged in a wide range of large-scale, multi-institutional data networks spanning prospective regulated clinical trials, pragmatic clinical trials, and observational outcome studies. The data-quality reporting recommendations provide a logical and comprehensive set of explicit disclosures that focus on increasing the transparency of these important data quality processes. Although the focus and framing of this work is on reporting data-quality results in the setting of clinical research and new knowledge discovery, the same principles can be applied to any use of observational clinical data.

“Fitness for use” is a key concept in determining if a data set can be (or should be) used in a specific task. When viewed from the perspective of a general data resource, such as an institutional research data warehouse, the fitness for use concept applies only weakly. In this context, broad global assessments of data completeness, consistency, and accuracy may apply. As the data set size increases, the number of potential criteria for fitness for use can grow, resulting in an exponential explosion of nonspecific data-quality checks that are based on an overall understanding of how the various data elements should “hang together” in a general clinical context that may not be relevant for a more focused intended use. While these data quality checks are important in an initial assessment of fitness for use for a specific analysis or study, these checks may not be sufficient to understand the fitness for a highly specialized use. An analysis or study may need to calculate and report on additional data-quality checks on key analytic variables as highlighted in the “analytic-specific data characterizations” recommendations. This work does not provide explicit guidance on how to determine if a data set is, in fact, fit for its intended use, because that determination is highly context specific. The intent of these recommendations is to ensure that the information on data quality is reported with sufficient specificity and completeness to enable data users to determine if a data set is sufficient for their needs and to enable consumers of the results from a study or analysis to independently determine if the data set was fit for how it was used.

While we describe the concept of a “Table 1a for Data Quality Reporting” to frame our work, we do not limit the proposed contents of our recommendations to a set of elements that would meet the physical constraints of typeset journal pages. Rather, we acknowledge the growing use of electronic annexes that allow detailed information to be associated with a publication. As a long-term objective, we seek to create a computer-readable data structure that allows detailed data-quality assessment metrics to be incorporated into analytic programs that use the associated data sets.

Our recommendations can be applied by all data stewards and owners along the chain of data stewardship (Figure 1), with all stewards documenting and adding their data quality assessment results as they pass data sets along the chain to the next data steward or user. If our recommendations are adopted, a data set will accumulate additional data-quality documentation over its lifetime, ensuring that the needed details are available to all subsequent downstream data consumers. With each additional data-quality assessment result added to a data set, confidence in that data set should increase, making data assets with extensive data-quality assessment measures more valuable over time.

Limitations

While the EDM Forum engages a broad community of CER and PCOR stakeholders, it represents only a small fraction of observational clinical-data stewards and data users. Our outreach efforts were based on a convenience sample of individuals who participated in either the EDM Forum-hosted workshops or webinars,
or other contacts. No purposeful sampling method was used to ensure engagement from specific stakeholder communities. Thus we cannot be certain that we reached saturation in identifying all relevant reporting recommendations.

At all stages of developing the data quality recommendations, participants were instructed not to focus on the level of effort or resources needed to generate the data quality measures nor to consider the size of the files containing the results. Yet in order for these recommendations to move into practice, these real and significant logistic and resource limitations need to be addressed. One possibility that we are exploring is to develop a toolbox of common data-quality assessment routines that could be used by data owners to create the data characterization elements enumerated in these recommendations. Using common assessment routines would not only reduce the computational burden but would also ensure that reported data-quality measures were computed in the same way and therefore are comparable. Issues with differences in data models, terminology, and representation make this possibility difficult to realize.

We have not designed a format for our proposed Table 1a for data quality reporting. Technical specifications, such as ISO and IEC 11179, have been created to structure metadata, which would include the information contained in our recommendations. However, metadata specifications are written in formats that are not widely supported and are not easily understood by humans.

Current data-quality assessment methods precompute a wide range of data descriptive variables that attempt to anticipate the types of data quality issues that might be most relevant to preconceived intended data uses. Analysis-specific data-quality checks specialize these computations based on the unique requirements of an analysis. Our recommendations are constructed with this approach in mind. However, interactive data-visualization techniques are being developed that allow users to dynamically explore data distributions and relationships beyond static data-distribution measures and graphical plots, thus enabling more flexible data characterizations than is possible with preconfigured data-quality measurements. It is not clear how we would include data-quality reporting recommendations if data-quality assessment activities were performed within an interactive data-visualization tool rather than by the current methods of creating static metrics or graphical visualizations.

Future Work

Future directions include empirical evaluations of the level of effort and value associated with implementing the full spectrum of the recommended documentation in a series of case studies based on past research projects. Existing, large national data-sharing environments—such as Mini-Sentinel, HMO Research Network, and OMOP—have extensive data-model documentation and data quality programs or tools that are publically available. However these data-quality assessment tools only work on data sets that are structured according to the specific data structure. An effort is underway to evaluate the already-available documentation and the data quality characterizations and checks contained in existing tools against the recommendations in Table 1.

As described in Section 3, modeling the return on investment for data quality assessment and the institutional and scientific risks associated with the inappropriate use of poor quality data for different stakeholders in a formal cost-benefit analysis is a critical missing component. A cost-benefit analysis might also reveal the value to stakeholders in investing in a toolbox of common data-quality assessment tools and common best practices that could be used or customized by data owners and users. Using common assessment routines would ensure that reported data-quality measures were comparable, and would reduce the marginal costs of repeating data-quality assessments. The use of well-established best practices could accelerate the implementation of more sophisticated data-quality assessment programs.

Our focus has been mostly on data-quality reporting recommendations when using observational clinical data for generating new evidence as a means of improving transparency and trust in the conclusions derived from these activities. Table 1 can also be a starting point for establishing a minimal but useful set of data-quality reporting components to be included with any use of observational clinical data. However, while reporting the strengths and weaknesses of a data set may improve transparency and trust, the same activity can also have serious unintended negative consequences, such as revealing internal data quality problems or embarrassing data contributors who subsequently withdraw from a data-sharing network. We need a nonpunitive culture that embraces transparency as a means of improving data quality over time. The significance of these nontechnical barriers must be acknowledged and addressed in order for these data-quality-reporting recommendations to become commonplace practice.
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